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Editor’s Comments:
by Erin Schwartz
Hello colleagues,
We’re in the final month of the semester! Whether your plan on going home over the summer or staying
in Wenzhou to work or rest, I wish you the best of health and luck! If there are any updates or final
statements you would like in a mini-issue in June please let me know and email the submission to me
directly. Thank you all, congratulation on another great, successful semester!

How to Gamify your lessons and Keeping Students
Engaged!
Submitted by Yvonne Marie Tiandem-Adamou, Ed. D,
Lecturer, WKU-CLA -China, ytiandem@kean.edu
Gamification involves the application of gaming to elements like reward systems to promote
students' motivation and engagement and can support alienated students to achieve language
learning success. Studies show gamification has been used to enhance English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) instruction and promote learning motivation in many contexts. There is
evidence that games heighten L2 student vocabulary acquisition and content mastery if used
effectively. Persisting challenges for EFL students mastering and using the L2 in classrooms
demand innovative methods to harness content and promote learning motivation and
classroom engagement. Integrating gamification strategies into course contents may increase
students' motivation to achieve language mastery to use English effectively.
To create and maintain sustained engagement, consider your students' unique needs. Although
points and levels are great to motivate students, consider using narrative and connection with
other students to capture students' interest. Follow these steps to gamify your lessons and
create a fun learning environment:
1. Award points when students meet lesson objectives. To inspire students, allow correct
answers to operate on a point-based basis as students move up the ranks. Example: If students
need to cite details from the text, paraphrase, and provide evidence for conclusions in-class
activity, your rubric could be as follows:
One point - answers without evidence
Two points - a correct answer with one piece of evidence.
Three points - a correct answer + 2 pieces of evidence
Students can later redeem earned points which can be added to the lowest grade on an
assignment/quiz/test.
2. Creating competition between students and even students/teachers works excellently.
Example: Teachers set rules students must follow. The class gets a point whenever a student
follows the rule, and if a student breaks a rule, the teacher gets the point. This is a great way to
introduce procedures and new behavioral expectations. If the class wins, rewards, such as a
1-minute dance party, extended break time, or No DQ task, keep students motivated.
3. Compare and reflect on personalized performance at the end of gaming activity – detailing
achievements, points, strengths, and weaknesses. This may allow you to reteach certain
concepts. Many online games provide data that can be used to determine students' mastery of
the concepts taught.

4. Award points for following assignment directions and non-academic objectives
Example: Students coming to class on time; Perfect attendance; NO missing homework for
three weeks in a row; volunteering to answer questions or to engage in-class demonstrations or
skits. Can earn 2 points.
5. Create playful challenges for students - Use encouragement mechanics to present active
academic or behavioral, social or private, creative or logistical difficulties.
6. Use checkpoints and other progression methods to give learners focus and proportionate
bragging rights. By tracking points over several classes and when students reach a significant
milestone (10 points), let them 'level up”. Provide sustainable milestone rewards, for example,
No DQ pass or "English Superstar Student."
7. Use badges to replace points or grades in some formative activities - EFL students love
praises, and sometimes, tangible and symbolic can mean more than receiving points. Present
students with markers such as learning badges or stickers for completing or efforts in
completing a task.
8. Join the fun, praise effort as students rise to the leaderboard and show excitement to
establish social connections.

Oral History History Project 2022
Submitted by James Tarwood
On April 27, the Oral History Project premiered Square-Dancing: The Gift of Retirement. The current
team-- Zhu Xinyue, Xie Ziyang, Cai Jiaying, Zhu Tianrui, Gao Yuchen—advised by J. Tarwood—went into
Wenzhou parks to interview and film Square-Dancers to discover the meaning of what they do.
Only a short version was shown because of Research Days’ time restrictions. A long version will be
available online.
In previous years, different teams of the Oral History Project have produced ODIWKU: One Day in
Wenzhou Kean University, Streets of Wenzhou (about local Wenzhou artisans), and A Change of Venue
(about WKU’s shift to online education during the first Covid-19 wave.)

David S. Hogsette was a guest speaker at a public event hosted by Princeton University Press,
Wenzhou-Kean University, and Duke Kunshan University titled “Recovering the Lost Art of Thinking in
Education” on April 28.
The main speaker was Scott Newstok who lectured on his latest book, How to Think Like Shakespeare:
Lessons from a Renaissance Education. David Hogsette presented a response to the book in which he
applied Newstok’s various concepts to WKU’s Sino-foreign educational context, highlighting elements
of the trivium from medieval educational practices and discussing such topics as the Shakespearean
nature of traditional Chinese education, experiential learning as craft and apprenticeship, copying and
imitation prevalent during the Renaissance and in China today as complicating Western notions of
plagiarism that are recent constructs, and reclaiming the liberal arts that should free us from what
William Blake called “mind-forg’d manacles,” those cognitive habits and educational formations which
imprison the mind and atrophy the heart.

Let me Speak, for God's Sake! - Interpersonal
Communications in the Workplace
Submitted by Yvonne Marie Tiandem-Adamou, Ed. D,
Lecturer, WKU-CLA -China, ytiandem@kean.edu
One of the biggest challenges in workplace cultures is poor interpersonal communication. A common
issue is often caused by men interrupting women during work exchanges. Studies show that when men
talk to women, they tend to interrupt them 33% more than when talking to other men (Zimmerman &
West, 1975; Alter, 2015; Kennedy & Camden, 1983). There is no doubt that men and women socialize
and communicate differently. However, poor interpersonal communication styles can sometimes affect
workplace friendliness, creativity, and even outcomes, especially “since men speak to affirm power and
status while women speak to make connections” (Shore, 2017).
In a recent virtual meeting, this phenomenon of “men interrupting women” was evident. The presenter
was male, and the participants were mostly men and a few women. When the presenter and other male
participants shared their perspectives, nobody interrupted them. But when a lady began talking (despite
her leadership position), another male felt the need to interrupt and even tried to contradict what she
was saying. This uncomfortable moment was frustrating to the lady who managed to push back to

express herself. “The elephant in the room” was obvious after the exchange despite the virtual nature of
the meeting.
When working in a highly diversified environment, where people come from different backgrounds,
cultures, gender, personalities, and perceptions, it is vital to be mindful of our communication styles. We
understand the world is still "a man's world," and women are still trying to get their voices across. Still,
interrupting a coworker should be unacceptable for an academic community striving for diversity and
inclusivity like ours. It is understandable for someone to interrupt to gain clarity respectfully. However,
be mindful that interruption may lead to frustrations causing someone to relinquish the conversation,
shut down, and be less engaged (Alter, 2015). After all, practicing good interpersonal communication at
the workplace helps reduce stress, depression, and anxiety and increases work satisfaction by
establishing healthy relationships and workplace cultures.
Although interpersonal communication interruptions are generally not personal if you must interrupt a
speaker, remember to do so respectfully, civilly, and in a way that does not smash their dignity. If you
have an urge to share and are afraid to forget, jot it down and wait for your turn to speak.
Let’s build healthy workplace communities!
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